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Abstract
Natural language interaction can enable us to interface with robots such as the Per-
sonal Robot 2 (PR2), without the need for a special training or equipment. Program-
ming such a robot to follow commands is challenging because natural language has a
complex structure and semantics, a model for which needs to be based on linguistic
knowledge or learned from examples. In this thesis we first enable the PR2 robot to
follow manipulation commands expressed in natural language by applying the Gener-
alized Grounding Graph (G3 ). We model the PR2's actions and their trajectories in
the physical environment, define the state-action space and learn a grounding model
from an annotated corpus of robot actions aligned with commands. We achieved
lower overall performance than previous implementations of G3 had reported. After
that, we present an approach for using the linguistic technique of coreference reso-
lution to improve the robot's ability to understand commands consisting of multiple
clauses. We constrain the groundings for coreferent phrases to be identical by merg-
ing their nodes in the grounding graph. We show that using coreference information
increases the robot ability to infer the right action sequence. This brings the robotic
capabilities of modeling and understanding natural language closer to our theoretical
understanding of discourse.
Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas Roy
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The work presented in this thesis consists of two main parts. The first part is the
application of the Generalized Grounding Graph (G3 ) framework for following natural
language commands on the PR2 robot [12] and the second part is the incorporation
and empirical evaluation of coreference resolution in the language model of G3 . In
this chapter we present the theoretical and practical motivations for accomplishing
these two tasks and provide brief descriptions of the challenges and the approaches in
each of them and the resulting contributions. We also give an overview of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Mobile and dexterous robots such as the PR2 (Figure 1-1) have the physical capa-
bilities to accomplish a wide variety of manipulation tasks. In the recent years their
software capabilities have advanced as well - for example the PR2 can open doors
[51], pick and place objects [10] on a table, plug its power cord into a power outlet [11],
bring beer [3], traverse a cluttered indoor environments [42], bake cookies [43], fold
towels [18], identify and remove potentially offensive objects [21], solve the Rubik's
cube [13], and build composite skills based on simpler ones [33, 49]. There are also a
lot of robotic capabilities that require only a subset of the PR2's physical hardware
to operate, or a similar physical hardware, such as getting a robot to push things out
of its way in order to grasp an object [23] or playing chess in a natural way [45].
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Figure 1-1: The PR2 robot has two arms which it can use to manipulate objects such
as books or phones. It also features cameras and a point-cloud sensor on the head
which allow it to perceive its surroundings.
Even though such robots could be useful for a wide range of applications, inter-
acting with them is challenging exactly because of the inherent variety and number of
the robot abilities. The human needs to somehow specify what they want the robot
to do. Natural language is a promising modality for interaction because it does not
require extensive training or physical contact with the robot and is highly expressive.
The practical usefulness of natural language as a medium to express commands has
already been validated in its use in touchscreen devices such as iPhone 4S [1]. When
the company Willow Garage introduced the PR2 robot via the PR2 Beta Program [41,
one of the proposed research directions was human-robot interaction via natural lan-
guage [14], and the only other project about natural language interaction on the PR2
that we are aware of is [5], which at the time of writing of this thesis has only been
published as an online article and video. Therefore, to allow the PR2 to understand
natural language commands in the first part of this thesis we apply the G3 natural
language interaction framework on the PR2 robot, allowing it to follow simple natural
language commands. Another motivation for the first part of the thesis is collecting a
corpus of natural language commands paired with robotic actions, which we created
in order to learn the grounding model of G3 .
G3 follows commands one sentence clause at a time, but language is not just a
sequence of sentence clauses. Between consecutive clauses there are semantic con-
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nections, some of which manifest themselves through coreferent phrases across the
sentences. For two phrases to be coreferent it means that they refer to the same
entity. For example, in the command "Pick up the bottle. Place it on the table," the
phrase "the bottle" and the phrase "it" must refer to the same physical object and are
therefore coreferent. Theoretical models of discourse such as Discourse representa-
tion theory (DRT) [38] include those semantic connections and represent the value of
phrases about coreferent entities with the same variable. G3 considers commands in a
context-free manner; every command clause is processed in isolation of the preceding
and following ones, which does not take advantage of previous mentions of the same
entities. By not accounting for such coreferences G 3 could miss important informa-
tion about the groundings and achieve inferior overall performance. In [53] we showed
theoretically that we can incorporate linguistic information about coreference into G 3
with only minimal extensions to the model, thus opening the possibility to use G 3 for
understanding longer sequences of commands as well as question-asking dialog. The
task to evaluate this approach in practice motivated the second part of this thesis in
which we implement coreference resolution in G 3 and empirically show that it indeed
improves the overall inference performance on longer sequences of commands.
1.2 Challenges and approach
1.2.1 Applying the G3 framework
G3 was originally designed and first implemented on a robotic forklift [55] and when
applying G 3 to a new type of robot we encountered differences which made the appli-
cation process non-trivial. Here, we present what challenges arose from the different
ways robots perform their actions, from the software differences and from differences
in the physical environment, highlighting the approach we took to solve them.
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Grounding robotic actions
G3 models the robot as a single prism which is not sufficiently descriptive of the
PR2's actions. Since a robotic forklift, except for the forks, is a rigid body and does
not have a posture, it made sense that there the robot was represented as a prism.
The PR2, however, has two hands which it uses to manipulate the objects. For
tabletop manipulation, the PR2 body does not move and its trajectory would not
be descriptive of the action performed. Consequently, we cannot learn and infer a
representation of a verb phrase just using the PR2's body representation.
To overcome this challenge we added the arms of the robot and their trajectories
to the grounding model. At learning time we annotate each action with the arm
performing it and its trajectory for the duration of the action. At inference time we
infer which arm is doing the action and predict its trajectory for the duration of the
action.
Predicting the effect of the robot actions
The output of G 3 is a sequence of actions, which then the robot performs in an open
loop fashion. Before a robot commits to perform an action, it needs some way of
knowing that the action is right for the command before executing it. G 3 scores each
plan by assigning a cost to it, which is the negative logarithm of the probability that
the actions correspond to the command. This cost function does not just score how
much energy it will spend performing the task or what distance it will traverse, but
how closely the action trajectory and the objects involved correspond to the ones
described in the command.
To assign a cost on a plan, G 3 needs to know what will happen if the robot exe-
cutes the plan and we model that knowledge according to recorded trajectories. This
knowledge about those trajectories could come from simulating the robot's planned
actions. However, such a simulation would not guarantee exactness, as the robot
would not have exact knowledge of the environment for creating a perfect simula-
tion. Simulation is also very computationally costly in the case of PR2. Therefore,
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to predict the effects of the robot actions efficiently we use a database of previously
recorded robotic actions. We also note that for the actions that PR2 accomplishes we
can know exactly the starting position of the robot hand performing the action and
approximately the furthest position from the start in its trajectory. We used these
positions as a similarity metric to select a recording from the database in which the
starting and furthest positions are closest to the ones we expect, and use the trajec-
tories from this recording as a prediction. We used the start and far trajectory points
not only because we could estimate them, but also because they are descriptive of
what happens in the actions.
1.2.2 Using coreference resolution
While coreference means that multiple phrases in the text have the same meaning,
coreference resolution is the problem of automatically extracting those coreferences
from text. Coreference resolution is a well-studied problem in computational linguistic
[32, 48, 34, 22], but the current state-of-the-art coreference solvers are better designed
and trained for language such as the Wall Street Journal articles rather than grounded
robotic manipulation commands and are therefore far from perfect. When applying
coreference resolution to the problem of grounding natural language, the use coference
information could improve grounding performance, but the reverse is true as well
if the resolutions are erroneous. It is unclear what is the most effective way to
combine the coreference information about the command with the grounding process.
Considering the coreference and grounding problems jointly may lead to a better
overall performance than if the result of the coreference is just inputted into the
grounding algorithm. Our approach uses the information from coreference resolution
to improve grounding, and not vice versa, because it is simpler, more decoupled
approach, and only requires minimal changes in G3 . We therefore take the coreferent
phrases as given by a coreference resolution engine and merge the corresponding nodes
in the graph.
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1.2.3 Evaluation
Evaluating whether the robot actions follow a command is hard, because there could
be multiple sets of robotic actions with differences in some details which follow the
command correctly. Creating an exact representation of the set of all possible things
that the robot can do and follow the command correctly is hard, and not necessarily
an easier problem than following commands. However, it is easy for a human to
judge whether the robot actions made sense for the command. Therefore, we resort
to manual evaluation of whether the actions for each command are correct.
1.3 Scope
Even though there are multiple possible modalities of interaction such as voice inter-
action, gestures, remote control through a computer or a computerized device we do
not explore the question of which is the best modality or a combination of modalities
for interaction, but instead focus on improving the abilities of robots to understand
natural language commands. We also do not address any speech recognition in this
thesis. We assume plain text as the format of the natural language.
We also do not address the question of what is the right level of autonomy for
the robots, for example, should a robot only wait to be explicitly commanded by its
human supervisor to perform a task, or it should proactively decide what to do based
on its understanding of the human's preferences.
We only show that the use of coreference resolution information improves ground-
ing. We do not attempt to improve the coreference resolution through grounding
information.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis has three main contributions:
1. Application of the G3 model on a PR2 robot, allowing a two-handed robot to
follow natural language commands when next to a tabletop.
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2. Collection via crowdsourcing and annotation of a corpus of natural language
commands paired with robotic actions.
3. The introduction of coreference resolution as a part of the natural language
model to improve the robot's ability to ground the words of the command when
presented with a multi-sentence command.
1.5 Organization of this document
Chapter 2 provides a review of the background, including G 3 overview and related
work, and describes what challenges and opportunities emerge from analyzing it.
Chapters 3 and 4 describe the work and procedures carried out in the first and the
second part of the thesis. Chapter 3 provides background on the PR2 system and
describes how we apply the G3 framework on the PR2 robot and what adaptations
were needed to move from the forklift platform to a dexterous robot. Chapter 3 also
describes how we collected and annotated a corpus from which we learned a grounding
model for the new domain, and how we evaluated the first part of the thesis. Chapter
4 explains how we introduce coreference resolution as a part of the language model
in G 3 , what novel challenges this creates, how we adapt the inference procedure and
how we evaluate the usefulness of the approach. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis,
summarizing the contributions and their impact and providing suggestions for future
work.
19
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Chapter 2
Related Work
In this chapter we first present and overview of G3 , introducing the necessary taxon-
omy and concepts, then we discuss previous work in grounded natural language, and
finally we describe the theoretical work we did on introducing coreference resolution
in G3 ([53]).
2.1 Generalized Grounding Graph (G3) overview
The Generalized Grounding Graph (G 3 ) is a framework for following natural lan-
guage directions in human-robotic interaction which frames the problem of following
instructions as inferring the most likely robot state sequence from a command and
knowledge about the environment. To perform the inference G 3 uses a language model
(to decompose the command), a robot state model (to describe the environment and
the robotic actions) and learns a model for grounding the parts of the language to
entities in the robotic state. The language model is a grounding graph, a probabilis-
tic graphical model, and the grounding model is the probability distribution of the
grounding graph.
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2.1.1 Language Model
The grounding graph is constructed from Extended Spatial Descriptive Clauses (ESDCs)
- hierarchical structures used to describe the semantics of the command. As their
name suggests ESDCs are an extension of Spatial Descriptive Clauses (SDCs) - a
formal representation of the semantics of natural language directions. Here, we pro-
vide background on SDCs and ESDCs and the automated construction of a grounding
graph from ESDCs
Spatial Descriptive Clauses (SDCs)
Kollar et al. ([361) first introduced SDCs to formally describe the semantics of natural
language navigational directions. In [36], every navigational direction is represented
as a sequence of SDCs. Each SDC consists of a figure, a verb, a landmark, and a
spacial relation. Each of those fields could be either a part of the text or a nested
SDC, but [36] only used SDCs in a sequential way. The figure of an SDC represents
the subject performing the action, the verb represents the action, the landmark can
be any physical landmark in the environment and the spatial relation represents
a geometrical relation between the figure and the landmark. For example, in the
sentence "You go past the elevator," the word "you" is the figure, "go" is the verb,
"past" is the spatial relation and "the elevator" is the landmark.
Extended Spatial Descriptive Clauses (ESDCs)
Tellex et al. ([55]) introduced ESDCs and represented every manipulation command
as a sequence of ESDCs, most of which typically contain nested ESDCs themselves
(Table 2.1). There are few differences between ESDCs and SDCs. Firstly, ESDCs,
unlike SDCs also have a type which could be OBJECT, PLACE, PATH or EVENT.
Secondly, in ESDCs a single relation field replaces the verb and the spatial relation
fields of an SDC. Finally, an ESDCs can also have a second landmark field. While
SDCs handle sequential directions, ESDCs aim at better understanding of hierarchical
language.
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Table 2.1: ESDCs are usually nested in each other. Here fields of a given ESDC are
indented once more than the ESDC, and nested ESDCs are indented once more than
the field they occupy in their parent ESDC.
- Put the black item on the table
- - EVENT:
r: Put
1:
OBJECT:
f: the black item
12:
PLACE:
1: the table
r: on
OBJECT ESDCs can represent a variety of things in the world most typically
objects that the robot can manipulate, but also other landmarks, humans and even
the robot (or parts of the robot). Leaf OBJECT ESDCs are those object ESDCs
which do not have any nested ESDCs. The landmark fields of an OBJECT ESDC
can only be a nested ESDC, and therefore leaf OBJECT ESDCs have empty landmark
fields. An example of a leaf OBJECT ESDC is the object with figure "the black item"
in Table 2.1. When an OBJECT ESDC has a landmark or a relation field, its figure
is also considered a leaf ESDC. PLACE ESDCs represent locations in the physical
space. PATH ESDCs represent paths or path fragments in the physical environment.
EVENT ESDCs represent action sequences.
Grounding graph definition
Grounding graphs are a data structure based on factor graphs. As such, they are
probabilistic graphical models as well. Every grounding graph is a factor graph, but
also contains some additional meta-data and imposes constraints on the structure of
the graph.
Formally, a grounding graph can be defined as a tuple {G, Z, TJ} in which G is the
factor graph, T is its potential function and Z is the set of observed data.
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G as a graph contains nodes and edges and can formally be described by the tuple
{ VN, VF, E} - nodes, factors and edges.
The set of nodes VN satisfies
VN C IDs x {A, y, 5}x Types,
meaning that every node has a type which is a combination of one of A , y or # and
possibly an additional type modifier. Only y nodes have type and the set of possible
types are the same as the types of the ESDCs. A nodes are text nodes and are
observed during inference. -y nodes are world groundings (such as a specific object)
and # nodes are correspondence variables which have to be True or False. Each #
node stands for the random variable describing whether the groundings in the factor's
-y neighbors correspond to the text in the A neighbors.
The set of factors VF satisfies
VF C IDs x Types,
which means that every node and factor has a unique ID, and there is exactly one
node adjacent to each factor and positive number of A and y nodes. For every factor
there is an assigned ESDC from the text, and the type of the factor is the same as
the type of the assigned ESDC.
The set of edges E satisfies
E C VN x VF x Labels
which means that every edge connects one node and one factor and has a label. The
edge labels could be top, phi, f, r, 1 or 12.
Z is a set of observations where each observation is a pair of some node VN and
some grounding. Z could be empty, but during inference all A nodes are observed
and all # nodes are set to True. I is a non negative factor potential function with
inputs consisting of a factor in VF and observations for all its neighboring nodes and
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it satisfies T E R. It is usually learned as a log-linear model of a set of features
over the set of the neighboring nodes. In G3 , the potential function T represents the
probability
p(# = True|A, F)
that the groundings of the -y nodes correspond to text in the A nodes. This factors
the whole probability that the command corresponds to the language
p(Correspondence = True|A, F) = p(# = True|A, F)
Conversion from ESDCs to Grounding Graphs
Conversion from ESDCs to grounding graphs is straightforward. For every ESDC we
first create a factor, a # node connected to it via a phi-labeled edge and a -y node
connected to it via top-labeled edge. In the case of OBJECT ESDCs, if the ESDC
contains a relation field then we use two factors with a # node for each, connected
to a single -y node via top-labeled edges. One of the factors is for the figure of the
object, and the other one is for the relation and the landmark. Then, for every
figure or relation field of an ESDC we create a lambda node and connect it to the
corresponding factor via an edge with a label f or r. For every landmark or landmark2
field of an ESDC we connect the factor of the ESDC with the -y node created for the
corresponding landmark and connected with a top-labeled edge to its factor, to the
fist ESDC via a edge with a label 1 or 12.
2.1.2 Grounding model: Cost function and spatial features
Factor potential definitions
The grounding model, the underlying probability distribution, is defined by the factor
potentials IF. The potential function AV used in [55 for each factor is given by the
log-linear function
T(f actor) = exp(V.f(factor))
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where f is a vector of features extracted from the factor and all of its observed
neighbor nodes. All the features are binary or binarized as explained in [55]. W is
a weight vector. We refer to T not only as a potential function, but also as a cost
function, because we can think of the negative logarithm of the probability in each
potential as a cost that each grounding incurs.
Learning of the factor potentials
For a fixed set of features, the potential function T is uniquely defined through the
weight vector W-. That means that learning of T is equivalent to an optimization in
the space of all vectors W-. The approach in [55] learns the potential cost function
by finding the vector W which maximizes the likelihood of the training data. To
maximize the likelihood of the training data, [55] computes the gradient and use the
Mallet toolkit [46] to optimize the parameters of the model via gradient descent with
L-BFGS [19].
The data comes as a set of fully observed grounding graphs. Those graphs are gen-
erated from an annotated corpus of natural language commands parsed into ESDCs
and annotated with groundings for each ESDC.
2.1.3 Robot state
The robotic state is key for inferring the action sequence, since the possible actions
are modeled as a part of the robotic state. The robotic state consists of a description
of firstly the physical context as a list of objects and places and secondly a list of
pairs of a possible action and a future state.
2.1.4 Physical context
The physical context consists of a list of the objects and the places in the environment
(Table 2.2). The spacial representation of each place and object consists of a prism
which bases are parallel to the x-y plane. Each prism is uniquely defined by a sequence
of (x,y) coordinates representing the base and a pair of minimal and maximal z value.
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Table 2.2: The physical context consists of a list of objects and list of places. Both
objects and places are represented by a prism, but objects also have tags and a
trajectory. The actual trajectories are omitted for the lack of space.
3 Objects:
object "washing, machine, pallet" trajectory lenght: 106
prism base points (26.4, 34.9), (25.9, 35.7), (26.8, 36.2), (27.3, 35.4)
top: 0.8, bottom: -6.0
object "flatbed, trailer" trajectory lenght: 1
prism base points (38.4, 13.5), (37.4, 15.6), (51.4, 22.7),
top: 2.6, bottom: -0.0
object "forklift" trajectory lenght: 201
prism base points (24.2,
top: 2.0, bottom: 0.0
Places:
place
prism base points (43.9,
top: 1.7, bottom: 1.4
place
prism base points (38.3,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (53.6,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (58.3,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (61.4,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (64.2,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (55.7,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (22.6,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (41.2,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (24.2,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (19.9,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (72.1,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (47.3,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (49.4,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (51.6,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (54.1,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (57.2,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (60.3,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
place
prism base points (51.4,
top: 0.5, bottom: 0.2
23.0), (25.7, 23.1), (25.6, 24.6),
17.1),
19.1),
61.4),
52.3),
47.2),
42.2),
57.0),
79.3),
19.4),
34.2),
32.4),
2.6),
64.2),
59.1),
55.1),
50.1),
44.9),
40.0),
(52.5, 20.5)
(24.1, 24.5)
(45.9, 17.1), (45.9, 19.1), (43.9, 19.1)
(40.3, 19.1), (40.3, 21.1), (38.3, 21.1)
(55.6, 61.4), (55.6, 63.4), (53.6, 63.4)
(60.3, 52.3), (60.3, 54.3), (58.3, 54.3)
(63.4, 47.2), (63.4, 49.2), (61.4, 49.2)
(66.2, 42.2), (66.2, 44.2), (64.2, 44.2)
(57.7, 57.0), (57.7, 59.0), (55.7, 59.0)
(24.6, 79.3), (24.6, 81.3), (22.6, 81.3)
(43.2, 19.4), (43.2, 21.4), (41.2, 21.4)
(26.2, 34.2), (26.2, 36.2), (24.2, 36.2)
(21.9, 32.4), (21.9, 34.4), (19.9, 34.4)
(74.1, 2.6), (74.1, 4.6), (72.1, 4.6)
(49.3, 64.2), (49.3, 66.2), (47.3, 66.2)
(51.4, 59.1), (51.4, 61.1), (49.4, 61.1)
(53.6, 55.1), (53.6, 57.1), (51.6, 57.1)
(56.1, 50.1), (56.1, 52.1), (54.1, 52.1)
(59.2, 44.9), (59.2, 46.9), (57.2, 46.9)
(62.3, 40.0), (62.3, 42.0), (60.3, 42.0)
66.4), (53.4, 66.4), (53.4, 68.4), (51.4, 68.4)
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Top view of a physical context
25 30 35 40 4
distances in meters
Figure 2-1: 2D rendering of the physical context from T
forklift trajectory in green and pallet trajectory in blue.
5 50 55
able 2.2. We can observe the
Each object also contains its trajectory through time as a sequence of timestamps in
microseconds and a sequence of the same length of the position (x,y,z) and orientation
0 of the prism at the given timestamp. Objects also contain tags, where each tag is a
string of letters. The physical context includes the robot as well as the other objects.
The reference frame used is the fixed world frame. To provide an extra perspective
on physical context in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 we show renderings of the same physical
context as in Table 2.2 in respectively 2D and 3D.
2.1.5 Inference procedure
The inference procedure takes a grounding graph with observed A variables and #
variables set to True and performs an approximate inference by searching for the
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Figure 2-2: The same physical as in Figure 2-1 but from a 3D perspective. Note how
the forklift, the pallet and the trailer are represented as prisms
assignments of the -y variables which maximize the correspondence probability
arg max p(# = True|A, F),
which is equivalent to the minimum cost formulation
arg min - log p(# = TrueIA, F).
The inference is a beam search for the optimal assignment of groundings to the -y
nodes of the grounding graph. The procedure traverses the y nodes of the grounding
graph in a certain order and tries to assign groundings for each traversed node. After
each node, the inference only keeps the best few assignment sets so far (as given
by the cost function) and discards the rest. Then, the next grounding assignments
are considered in combination with the previous grounding assignment sets and the
process repeats until groundings are assigned for all -y nodes. In the process the action
sequence is found as the state advances for each EVENT ESDC.
The traversal ordering is important, because choosing which nodes to ground
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earlier could have an effect on the final result of the beam search. If a grounding
does not make any factor fully observable, then it would not direct the beam search
which can lead to inferior performance. [55] performs the grounding bottom-up,
starting with the nodes corresponding to the deepest nested ESDCs and moving up.
This ordering guarantees that at every grounding step at least one factor potential
is computed, guiding the beam search. For a grounding graph, this traversal order
is implemented through the DFSOnLeaving ordering. DFSOnLeaving is a depth-first
traversal of the graph, but node ordering is extracted not by when the traversal first
visited a node but when it last visited a node. DFSOnLeaving is called at the -Y node
of the top level ESDC
Algorithm 1 DFSOnLeaving Algorithm for ordering the nodes of a grounding graph
Procedure DFSOnLeaving
Require: A grounding graph g
Require: Current node or factor in the graph c
Require: A list of expanded nodes or factors E, initially empty
Require: A list of visited nodes or factors V, initially empty
Add c to the list of expanded nodes E
for all neighbor node or factors n of c do
if n ( E then
V<-DFSOnLeaving(g, c, E, V)
end if
end for
Add c to the list of visited nodes V
return V /* the list of visited nodes is the traversal ordering */
2.2 Natural Language Modeling and Processing
Natural language models can be abstractly divided into sentence-level models and
multi-sentence models. N-grams [20] and Context-Free Grammars (CFGs) [32] are
examples of commonly used language models. While CFGs are clearly sentence-based
models, N-grams are sentence-agnostic. In practice such models are usually trained
from large corpora of natural language such as the Penn Treebank [41]. The Stanford
parser [35] is an example of an automatic parser, trained on the Penn Treebank which
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returns CFG parses of the language.
When the language meaning is defined over multiple sentences the concept of
coreference can be used to model the semantic connections across sentences. Linguis-
tic coreference and coreference resolution have been studied extensively both from
the linguistic side [32, 48, 34] and from computational linguistic side [22]. Some of
the most successful examples of coreference resolution solvers, ARKref(based on [27])
and Reconcile [54] automatically extract coreferences from the text.
When following commands in a realistic environment, robots need to ground the
meaning of the command phrases to the physical reality. The symbol grounding
problem [28] is the link between computation which happens on abstract symbols
such as numbers, strings or objects and the physical reality. In the case of giving
natural language commands to a robot, the problem consists of mapping from the
words to their meanings, which are a representation of the environment with direct
correspondence. Multiple systems have inferred a robot action plan from natural
language commands by modeling the language [57, 36, 30, 40, 24, 551. The current
work applies the method from [55] to a new robot, the PR2.
There is also a variety of work done on using grounded natural language as a
modality for human-computer or human-robot interaction. [44] uses techniques from
statistical machine translation to map from natural language directions to robot ac-
tion sequences. [50] derives a finite-state machine language grammar from examples
and uses features for mapping between words and objects in the world (which in their
case are color rectangles on a computer screen). [26] also uses features for mapping
between words of the language to objects in the environment and their relative posi-
tion. It also includes a simple case of coreference - the use of the keyword "that" to
refer to the object described in the previous sentence. [56] learns a mapping directly
between sensory inputs and words in the language, and uses a fixed CFG to model
the language. [37] and [39] use ontologies to represent language meanings. Computer
vision techniques such as object detection in images ([25]) allow grounding of the
meanings of certain words (such as "bicycle" or "door") for which a trained object
detector exists. [29] represents verb meanings as finite state machines and learns their
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structures from a set of features of the environment. [52] allows robots to invent new
words and communicate their meanings to other robots. The work presented in this
thesis learns the grounding based on large set of features and our natural language
model consists of a combination of a context-free grammar(ESDCs) and coreference.
Discourse Representation Theories (DRT) [38, 47] are another way to model lan-
guage semantics across sentence clauses. DRTs are multi-sentence language models
and describe the representation the logical structure of a discourse, which could con-
sist of a monologue as well as a dialog. DRTs represent entities as variables and all
the relations between the entities as logical formulas deduced from the content of the
discourse. To the best of our knowledge there are no real-world applications of DRTs
on grounding natural language. While DRTs are state-of-the-art in theoretic language
modeling, the work presented in this thesis aims to bring the practical robot capabil-
ities closer to this theoretical understanding by using coreference to model semantic
connections.
While DRTs are more expressive and can represent more semantics than sentence
level models such as CFG, many practical natural language applications use the
simpler, less expressive approach. This provides a opportunity for research for appli-
cations which bring some of the properties of DRTs into grounded natural language.
Here, we can identify three such possibilities:
1. Extending the language models to handle cross-sentence relations (such as coref-
erence information)
2. Representing composite semantics (via ontologies) - for example "Clean the
table"
3. Using logical operators - for example "each", "only if", "the number of"
In this thesis we only address the first of the three, but future robotic systems
might improve on multiple of these, and even find new ways to do so.
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(b) Grounding graphs for the phrases "Pick up the can. Place it on the table." after
applying coreference. The node highlighted in gray and with a darker boundary is
the result of merging the two coreferent nodes.
Figure 2-3: Merging coreferent -y nodes.
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2.3 Coreference resolution as a part of G3
In [53] our goal was to enable robots to follow commands consisting of multiple clauses
and to participate in question-asking dialog. The strategy we used was to merge
the grounding graphs through the coreferent -y variables (Figure 2-3). This way we
constrain the groundings for the coreferent phrases to be the same. When we merge
nodes, we also connect previously disconnected grounding graphs. Thus, the inference
would not just find the right action sequence for each graph and then concatenate
the action sequence but instead perform the inference jointly. Also, besides having a
bigger and more interconnected grounding graph to perform inference on, this strategy
does not change the grounding model of G3 allowing us to use the same grounding
model in the cases with and without coreference.
To implement this merging strategy we have two needs arising. First, we need
to guarantee that the graph merging preserves the qualities of the grounding graph.
That means that there would be no new factor types and the potential function T
will be well defined on the merged graph.
Second, we need to adapt the inference procedure used in practice to support
merged graphs. Merging graph nodes makes the graph structure more complex. In
G 3 without coreference all the resulting grounding graphs are trees. The inference
assigns groundings to the grounding graph nodes in an ordering adapted from the
DFSOnLeaving ordering. For that reason we create a new ordering which works on
merged graphs, and preserves some of the good properties of the DFSOnLeaving or-
dering.
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Chapter 3
Applying Generalized Grounding
Graph (G3) to PR2
To apply G 3 on the PR2, we need to take care of the three phases of robotic behavior
- perception, planning and actuation. Our first steps for applying G 3 on the PR2 is
to allow perception and actuation, which we achieve by interfacing G 3 with ROS, the
software system of the PR2. To perceive the world we wrote wrappers around object
recognition and positioning capabilities which work through ROS. These wrappers ex-
tract a robotic state which G 3 can use for inference. To perform actuation we defined
a set of atomic actions that the robot can perform in its environment through ROS
and we wrote wrappers around a PR2 library called pr2-pick-and-place-manager.
For planning, we learn a grounding cost function for the PR2 (Section 2.1.2) from
a corpus we collected through crowd-sourcing, utilizing the Amazon's Mechanical
Turk (AMT) platform. To take into account aspects the PR2 for which G 3 was
not originally designed we made modifications to allow it to infer with which hand
the robot performs the actions and to predict what would be the trajectories of the
actions. To predict the hands' trajectories we create and use a database of recorded
trajectories of the robot performing different actions and select trajectories via a
heuristic.
In this chapter we first provide background on the RP2 and ROS, and then de-
vote sections for the description the implementation of the perception, actuation and
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planning phases, and also a section to describe how we evaluate the robot's grounding
and planning abilities.
3.1 PR2 and ROS overview
This section describes the base software of the PR2 robot - ROS, the PR2's sensors
and actuators of interest and the software libraries that we utilize. We provide only
concise high-level descriptions and refer to the official documentation online for more
details.
3.1.1 ROS
ROS (Robotic Operating System) is a collection of software libraries and tools for
developing robotic software. ROS serves as a gluing layer for connecting sensors,
actuators and processing software on a robot. ROS achieves this through message
passing. Instead of having one big program to run on the robot, ROS allows robots
to have multiple specialized processes (called nodes) which communicate with each
other. ROS provides the communication infrastructure over standard TCP or UDP
protocols. To allow processes to communicate using ROS, a central process called
ROS Master [7] needs to be active. It allows processes to connect many-to-many (via
topics) and one-to-one (via services) and it contains a parameter server which can
hold some shared system parameters.
ROS can be installed and run on top of the three major computer platforms -
Linux, Mac and Windows and also on multiple robot systems. Official support at the
time of the writing of this thesis is only provided for Ubuntu Linux [15].
ROS nodes [9] are processes that perform computation and communicate via ROS.
Nodes can interface with a sensor or an actuator, or perform computation. Any
operating system process can be a ROS node. All information between ROS nodes
travels in the form of ROS messages [8] via ROS topics [17] and ROS services [16].
Each ROS node can publish and subscribe to multiple ROS topics and participate
in multiple ROS services. ROS messages are strongly typed and each message has a
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Table 3.1: An example of a ROS message type definition
TabletopDetectionResult
# Containts all the information from one run of the tabletop detection node
# The information for the plane that has been detected
Table table
# The raw clusters detected in the scan
sensormsgs/PointCloud[] clusters
# The list of models that have been detected
household-objects-database-msgs/DatabaseModelPose[] models
# For each cluster, the index of the model that was fit to that cluster
# or -1 if no fit was successful for that cluster
# keep in mind that multiple raw clusters can correspond to a single fit
int32[] cluster-modelindices
# Whether the detection has succeeded or failed
int32 NOCLOUDRECEIVED = 1
int32 NOTABLE = 2
int32 OTHERERROR = 3
int32 SUCCESS = 4
defined type and structure (Table 3.1). Each ROS message is a tuple of data fields
and constants, where fields can be either basic data types or other previously defined
message types.
ROS topics work on a publish-subscribe mechanism - when a node publishes
a message to a topic, every node subscribed to the topic receives the message. An
example of a topic which the PR2 robot uses is /robot-pose-ekf/odom-combined
on which the robot position is published as ROS message of the type
PoseWithCovarianceStamped.
While topics are many-to-many communication media, ROS services are one-
to-one. In every service the requester sends ROS message of a certain type to
the replier, which responds with a ROS message of its own. The request mes-
sage and the reply message need not be of the same type. An example of a ROS
service is the tabletop object detection described in Section 3.1.3 in which the re-
quester sends TabletopDetectionRequest message and the object detector replies
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with TabletopDetectionResult message (Table 3.1)
ROS allows logging of topics into ROS Bags [2]. Each bag is a log of all the
messages published on the recorded topics from the start of the recording until the
end of the recording. ROS bags also contain timing information which shows at what
time each certain message was published and can use that information to "replay"
the log. In this thesis we refer to ROS bags simply as logs.
ROS has had multiple software versions. We performed the work in this thesis on
ROS CTurtle.
3.1.2 PR2 sensors and actuators
http://pr2support.willowgarage. com/wiki/PR2%2OManual/Chapter9#SensorOverview
provides a full description of the PR2's sensors. In this section, we briefly describe
the sensors relevant for this thesis.
PR2s head has two degrees of freedom: turning left-right along the vertical axis
and up-down along the robot's left-to-right axis. On the head there are three cameras
and one light projector. The light projector projects a patterned red light onto the
environment which provides information about the depth of the environment. The
result is a colored three dimensional point-cloud(Figure 3-1).
The PR2 has two arms - left and right. The two arms are symmetric to each
other. Each arm has 7 Degrees of freedom (DOFs) of movement. The arms look
similar to human arms, yet allow for non-human movements (for example - fully
rotating the wrist around its axis). Each arm ends with a claw that can be opened
and closed. It is with the claw that the PR2 grasps objects.
The PR2 has a wheeled base and a horizontal LIDAR above it. The LIDAR is
helpful for estimating the robot's position.
3.1.3 Software libraries
Here, we perform a high level overview of the software libraries in ROS relevant for
the project. We describe pr2-pick-and-place-manager, which we used for object
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Figure 3-1: The RP2 depth sensor has high accuracy and can perceive different types
of objects and subjects, even humans. In this rendering, the author is perceived as a
point cloud, next to a table in front of the robot.
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detection and atomic actions, gmapping Simultaneous Localization And Mapping
(SLAM) which we used to provide non-drifting position estimate, and the Gazebo
simulator, which we used for recording videos and action trajectories of the robot.
pr2_pi ckand-place-manager
We used a package in ROS called pr2_pick and-place-manager as an API in the
set of atomic actions we modeled for the PR2. It provides access to pickup, place
and returning hand motions of the robot as function calls. It also provides access to
object detection as a function call. We provide the signatures of those function calls
and a high level explanation of how they work, but first we describe the household
object database which PR2 uses to aid object detection.
Household objects database The household objects database is central in en-
abling the robot to fulfill object detection and object grasping. We do not call directly
the database but the object detection uses it. It consists of items widely available
for sale in IKEA, Target and common convenience stores. The database is provided
by Willow Garage. The database stores a mesh representation for each object and a
list of pre-computed grasp points. Each object also has a list of tags. The version of
the database that we used consists of 170 objects, with 22 possible tags. The most
common tags were glass, bowl, bottle, cup, toy and can.
Detect objects The signature of the object detection function call is
call-tabletop-detectionO and does not require any arguments. It returns a 2-
tuple consisting of a list of detected objects and a table, if successful.
The object detector compares the detected objects against a database of known
objects and if there is a match, the ID of the known objects is tagged to the recognized
object. The result is a list of the detected objects, containing the 3D positions and
orientations of the objects, their model ID, and the point cloud the robot perceives as
them. Figure 3-2 shows a rendering of the object detection accuracy by drawing the
mesh model of the detected object right over the point-cloud recognized. The format
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Figure 3-2: PR2 recognizes the objects on the table according to an object database.
Each recognized object is drawn as a blue mesh, matching the underlying point-cloud
for the object.
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Figure 3-3: PR2 attempts to plan a pickup action using multiple pre-computed grasp
poses for each object in the database. Each yellow arrow represents a grasp pose for
which the robot could not find a suitable motion plan. The red arrow represents the
selected grasp pose.
of the table contains a coordinate frame, the x-y plane of which is the tabletop and
a range in x and y defining the boundaries of the table. This representation assumes
rectangular tables.
Pickup object near point The signature of the pickup function call is:
pick-up-object-near-point(point-stamped, whicharm)
It makes robot to pick up an object near a certain point in three-dimensional space
with a certain arm. The robot first opens its claw. The robot then looks at this point
and runs object detection. Then it selects the object that is closest to this point as
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the object to pick. The robot then looks at the possible grasp positions for the object
in the database and tries to plan a collision-free trajectory for the arm to reach the
grasp position (Figure 3-3). Once it finds a satisfying trajectory the robot moves the
arm to the pre-grasp position. Once the arm reaches the pre-grasp position the robot
moves its wrist forward in the wrist frame of reference, surrounding the object. Then
the robot closes its claw to grasp the object.
Place object near point To place an object that the robot holds on a certain
spot on the table there are two function calls which need to be called in sequence:
set-place-area(place-rect-center, place-rect-dims)
put _down-obje ct (whicharm)
The first call sets the center and the dimensions of the area on the table at which
the object needs to be placed. The second call moves the arm and places the object
down. The robot attempts to find a trajectory to move the held object above the
place are through inverse kinematics (IK), trying to avoid collisions. Figure 3-4 shows
the robot, holding an object and attempting to place it under the green arrow. Once
the object is above its assigned place are the robot claw opens and the object falls on
the table.
Return hand to side To return a hand to the side the function call is:
move arm-toside (whicharm)
It moves the joints of the arm to sets of predefined angles. This moves the robot arms
to the side in a slightly bended configuration. This way the hands do not obstruct
the robot's view at the table.
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Figure 3-4: The PR2 places objects by moving its hand to a place pose and then
opening its claw. The green arrow shows the pose selected, above the table.
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Positioning
We run gmapping SLAM on the robot in order to have accurate positioning for the
base of the robot. gmapping provides much more accurate estimate of the robot
position than the odometry itself. It publishes a transform between the robot's base
frame and the global map frame. gmapping works by using the information from the
base LIDAR as an input to a SLAM algorithm.
Gazebo simulator
Gazebo [6] is a physics and rendering simulator. ROS provides a programming in-
terface for spawning objects and reading the positions of all objects and robots in
the environment. The PR2 robot with its sensors and actuators can also be spawned
in simulation. Gazebo also allows spawning virtual cameras which we use to record
videos of the robot in simulation and the positions of the robot hands and manipulated
objects.
3.2 Perception
The format in which the PR2 robot perceives the environment through object detec-
tion is not the same as the format G3 uses to represent the robotic state. To extract a
robotic state which for G3 we created a state extractor procedure which subscribes to
robot and environment measurement updates and is able to produce an aggregated
representation of the state. The state extractor takes information about the robot
position in the global frame of reference and object detection information.
3.2.1 Robotic state
We modeled the robotic state for the PR2 to contain the physical context described at
Section 2.1.4 but also to keep track of object relationships such as which object is in
which hand, and which objects are on which table. Those are only used at inference
stage to compute which possible actions the robot can do: with which arm it can pick
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objects and which arm it can place objects, as well as at which positions it should
attempt placing them.
The first relationship between objects that we model is which objects are held by
which hand. Initially, the robot's hands are empty, but after the robot performs a
pickup action we add the relationship between the robot hand doing the pickup and
the picked up object. The second relationship is about places on a table. For every
table we discretize its surface into a 5-by-5 grid and create place for each grid cell.
The relationship is between the places and the table and says that the certain place
is on the table. The PR2 will only attempt to place objects in places that are on a
table.
We represent the robot in the physical context by three objects - the robot's
body, and the robot's left and right hand. The physical context also includes any
detected tables and objects and the places on the tables.
3.2.2 Robot position
The state extractor subscribes to the position of the robot in the global frame
on ROS topic /robot-pose-ekf/odom-combined. The position is represented as a
PoseWithCovarianceStamped ROS message containing an estimate of the (x, y, z)
position and a quaternion orientation of the robot base. We use the knowledge of the
robot position to situate the detected objects into the fixed global frame of reference.
The robot's proprioception gives us information about the position of its hands.
We create a physical object representing the robot's body with a tag robot and two
physical objects representing the robot's left and right hand. Each hand object has
three tags - robot, left/right and hand. We use the position and orientation of
the robot wrist rolls to represent the robot hand: 1_wrist-roll-link for the left
hand and r-wrist-rolllink for the right hand.
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3.2.3 Perceiving objects
When the state extractor calls object detection, it returns a description of a table
and a descriptions of the detected objects in the format described in Section 3.1.3,
which is not the same as the format used in G3 's inference. Therefore, we convert the
detected table and objects on it into the physical object representation used by G3
in the physical context of the robotic state. The table description as returned by the
object detector consists of a coordinate frame and a rectangle in the x-y plane of it,
representing the boundaries of the tabletop. We convert corners of the rectangle to
the global coordinate frame and use their height to set the height of the table prism.
For the objects, we use the point cloud returned by the object detector, transform it
into the global frame of reference and take its bounding box in x, y and z. We use
the tags of the model ID in the database for tagging the created physical object if the
object in the database, or just the tag object if the point cloud is not recognized as
a part of the database.
However, the object detector is stateless; a call of the object detector at a later
point in time does not contain any references to previously detected objects. This
could cause a duplication problem if the robot detects the same object at different
times and considers it to be two different objects. To avoid duplication we check if
there is an object at approximately the same position and of the same type. If so,
we assume that it is the same object as recognized earlier and we only update its
position in the robot state but do not create a new object instance. Algorithm 2 is a
detailed description of this process. In implementation we used a distance threshold
of 0.2 meters.
3.3 Actuation
3.3.1 Atomic actions
We model the PR2 to use five different types of atomic actions in the robot state
covering basic tabletop manipulation. Every plan obtained during inference is a se-
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for incorporating object detection into the robotic state and
avoiding duplicate objects or tables
Require: A distance threshold d
Require: A previous or initial robot state S
Require: 2-tuple (Table detection To, list of object detections 0)
if To overlaps with any table Ts E S then
TS+-To
for all object oi c 0 do
for all object og on Ts do
if distance(o , og) < d and oi.model o model then
oj +--o
break to next oi
end if
end for
Add oi to S on table Ts
end for
else
Create a new table instance T1 E S
T1 +-To
for all object o E 0 do
Create a new object instance b in S
Set b on T1
end for
end if
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quence of these actions. The five action types are called JustPickup, JustPlace,
ReturnHand, Pickup and Place. The Pickup and Place actions are a combination of
the JustPickup (and respectively JustPlace) action followed by ReturnHand action.
For that reason here we describe the implementation of JustPickup, JustPlace and
ReturnHand actions on top of the pr2_pick-and-place-manager library(Section 3.1.3).
JustPickup
The JustPickup action type takes a object in the physical context and a hand as argu-
ments. It finds the centroid of the object in 3D and calls the pick-up-objectnear-point
function (Section 3.1.3) using this centroid.
During inference, the robot is allowed to perform a JustPickup action if the object
is in reach of the arm and the arm does not hold another object.
JustPlace
The JustPlace action takes a place in the physical environment and a hand as argu-
ments. It sets the place area center to be the center of the place and uses fixed place di-
mensions via the function set _place -area. Then it calls put _down-object(Section 3.1.3).
During inference, the robot is allowed to perform a JustPlace action if it is holding
an object and the space it is trying to place the object at is free and reachable.
ReturnHand
The ReturnHand action takes a hand as an argument and directly calls the
move-arm-to-side function (Section 3.1.3).
During inference, the robot is allowed to perform ReturnHand if and only if the
previous action was a JustPickup or JustPlace action.
3.4 Planning
As planning consists of inferring the right plan for a given command in a given
environment, to enable the PR2 to plan, we need to predict the effect of a plan and
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to score the grounding of the plan to the command. We allow the robot to predict
the effect of a plan consisting of an action sequence by predicting the trajectories
that the robot's parts and the objects in the environment will take. Then, we allow
the robot to score different groundings by learning a grounding cost function from a
corpus of natural language commands aligned with robotic actions and groundings.
3.4.1 Predicting action trajectories
To predict accurately what will happen when the robot attempts to pick or place
an object we want the predicted trajectory to be as close as possible to what would
really happen. The gold standard solution would be to have whatever action planner is
there and to run it in simulation. However, simulation based on the robot perceptions
might not be accurate, because the perception is not perfect and the action planner
works in closed-loop fashion. Also, the simulation is slow, the action planner depends
on the whole ROS system running, which would require running the simulation in a
virtualized environment, making it even slower. We would require a lot of trajectory
predictions when trying out different alternative actions, which makes using the same
action planner impractical. Also, we cannot use a simplistic approach here because
the robot hand trajectories are non-trivial in their positions (Figure 3-5).
Therefore, we take a simplified and computationally faster approach to allow the
PR2 to predict the effect of its actions. We collect a database of robot action tra-
jectories, relative to the robot's base coordinate frame. Then, when the robot needs
to infer an action we use a trajectory from this database to model what happens in
the environment. If the action manipulates an object we also use the corresponding
object trajectory. The database consists of a total of 180 trajectories - 90 hand
trajectories and 90 corresponding object trajectories. Trajectories in the database
also have tags about the action that generated them - this way we guarantee not to
use trajectory generated by a different action, for example, using pickup trajectories
for predicting place actions or vice versa (Figure 3-5).
We cannot just select any hand trajectory from the database for prediction - we
want the trajectory which would be closest to what would actually happen. Since
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we do not know what would actually happen, we employ a heuristic approach for
selecting the trajectory from the database. In the database, for every path we record
the initial position of the robot arm performing the action and the position furthest
from the initial that the arm goes through. Then, during inference, for all robot
actions we know the initial position of the robot arm, given by the position of the
arm before the action. Then, for pick, place and return hand actions we can estimate
the furthest point by the position of the object picked up or the place at which the
object needs to be placed or by the default position of the arm to the side of the
body.
Our heuristics consists of finding the trajectory in the database with most similar
starting and furthest point. Since those are two different criteria for comparison, we
combine them by summing the squared distances (Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for selecting a action trajectory from a database
Require: A desired starting (X0 , yo, zo) position of the hand
Require: A desired farthest (xf, yf, zf) position of the hand
Require: A database of trajectories D
for all hand trajectories ti in D do
dstart+- 3D distance between (X0 , yo, zo) and the path's starting point
df ar<- 3D distance between (xf, yf, zf) and the path's farthest point
Combined distance di<- dstart + d 2
end for
return arg mint-i di /* the trajectory with closest overal start and far points */
Even if we find a trajectory which has close starting and furthest point to the
ones we desire, the positions would be still slightly different which would introduce
discontinuities in the trajectories. Such discontinuities are undesirable because they
could lead to activating the wrong features, and would also create unrealistic predic-
tions for the robot actions. Therefore, when we have selected a trajectory from the
database, we perform an smooth coordinate transformation on it so that the starting
and furthest point would match exactly the ones we desire. The coordinate transfor-
mation is defined as follows. Let our predicted trajectory has a start point P and
far point P 1. Suppose also that the desired start and far points are Do and D 1. Then
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Figure 3-5: The robot hand trajectories can have complex structure and shape. Some
trajectories of the left hand and objects picked/placed are drawn on the top, and of
the right hand on the bottom. Each trajectory is of different action. The background
is for illustration purpose only and is not the actual environment in which those
actions were recorded.
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Figure 3-6: Mean deviations from predicted and the transformed trajectories other
trajectory for each trajectory in the database (leave-one-out cross-validation).
for every point A in the trajectory we correspond a new point B, such that:
|AP1| |APo| -.
AB = - PoDo + - A P1 D1
A Po| + |AP1| |AP| + AP1|
It is easy to check that this correspondence sends PO to Do and P1 to D 1 .
To evaluate how well the trajectory can predict motion trajectories we performed
leave-one-out cross validation on the database. We consecutively took a trajectory
from the database and selected a trajectory from the remaining ones according to
Algorithm 3. We then computed the mean deviation between the the paths. To do
so, we re-sampled each trajectory using 100 points and computed distances between
corresponding points. We also computed mean deviations between the original path
and the transformed predicted path. Figure 3-6 shows the resulting mean deviations
before and after the smooth coordinate transformation. In 70/90 (77.8%) cases the
mean deviation of the predicted path less than 13cm, and in 78/90 (86%) cases the
mean deviation of the transformed path is less than 10cm.
We also present an illustration of how the trajectory database predicts action
trajectories. In Figure 3-7 we show a trajectory we obtained by running the motion
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Predicted vs motion Dianner traiectories (toD view)
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Figure 3-7: Comparison between true trajectory for JustPickup action from the
motion planner, predicted trajectory from the database, and the transformed version
of the predicted trajectory. Top view.
planner, the closest trajectory from the database according to the heuristic, and the
trajectory obtained after performing smooth transformation.
3.4.2 Corpus collection
We recorded 7 scenarios of the PR2 robot performing a series of actions in simulation.
Each scenario comprised of 2 to 4 actions. In each video we placed the robot next to a
table and spawned 2 to 4 objects from the household objects database (Section 3.1.3).
We used different colors to render the objects(black, white, red or yellow) and the
position information from Gazebo about the object trajectories contained the color
of the object in the object tags. For each scenario we recorded a video of the robot
doing the actions and a log in simulation.
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We then partitioned the videos and the logs into subsequences of actions and
created a total of 42 shorter videos. We posted these videos on AMT and asked the
subjects to write a command that they would use if they wanted the robot to perform
the action in the video. We presented all the subjects with the same task description
(Figure 3-11) for their human intelligence task (HIT), but they saw different videos .
We posted each video multiple times and received several commands for each video.
We paid $0.25 per command, and the average hourly rate that the subjects received
was $11.84. A total of 28 subjects participated. We discarded non-grammatical
commands and commands which did not have anything in common with the video.
The total number of grammatically correct and relevant commands is 187.
For each of those commands we then manually annotated the ESDCs structures
for the text (Table 2.1) and the groundings for each ESDC(Figure 3-8). To annotate
the groundings we used the position information in the log associated with each video
(Section 3.1.1). Figure 3-8 shows an annotation interface which we used for ease of
annotation and to reduce the chance of annotation errors. This annotation interface
allowed us to annotate EVENT ESDC figures with partial paths describing only the
specific action and not the whole trajectory through the duration of the scenario
(Figure 3-9).
The annotated groundings presented the ground truth positions of the objects.
This way we created a pairing between the commands and the position information
from the simulation.
In order to learn whether a correspondence variable # (Section 2.1.1) is True or
False we also created negative annotations. They were the same number as the
positive annotations. For each positive annotation, we first changed the correspon-
dence variable from True to False and then selected random groundings from the
environment, keeping the text unchanged. Then we did a manual check that all the
groundings are indeed negative and changed them when necessary according to our
best judgment.
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Figure 3-9: We annotated the groundings for the actions with the parts of hand
trajectories corresponding only to the action performed. Here, in orange, we show
one partial path to illustrate the annotation process.
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Figure 3-8: The
different ESDCs,
Figure 3-10: Videos can contain multiple robot actions. In this example, we have 9
evenly spaced through time screen-shots from a video, in which the robot picks a red
object, places it on the table, and then picks up a black object. The order of the
screenshots is left to right, and then top to bottom.
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Before completing this HIT, you must agree to the consent form, if you have not already done it.
We are trying to collect a diverse set of commands people might give to robot.
Please write a natural language instruction that you would speak to the robot shown,
if you wanted to command them to carry out the action presented in this video.
For example. depending on the video, you might say something like, "Pick up the can".
Give a high-level command, but be specific enough that a human in the place of the robot would know what to do.
Play the video more than once and use the highest resolution possible if necessary.
Use correct grammar and punctuation.
WRITE COMMAND HERE:
(Optional) Please provide any further comments
J
Figure 3-11: The form we used to solicit robot commands clearly describes the task
and the purpose. The subjects signed a consent form before the task. Then they
watched the embedded video, wrote a command, and were paid $0.25 per command.
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3.4.3 Learning the grounding function
We use the same learning technique and features as described in [55] and in Sec-
tion 2.1.2, but we also extend it by the learning and inference by learning the figure
of each EVENT ESDC. The original framework only contains the agent as the event
grounding, which works for robotic forklift because it is more or less a rigid body
excluding the forks, which were not modeled in the physical context (as can be seen
in Figures 2-2 and 2-1). However, the PR2 robot has two hands and performs ma-
nipulations with them. Its body remains stationary for tabletop manipulations, and
would not be useful to learn any features on its trajectory, nor it would help during
inference time. Therefore, we keep the robot body as the agent of each action, but
model the hand used for each action as the figure of the EVENT ESDC.
At learning time we annotate the figure of each EVENT ESDC with the hand
and corresponding trajectory (Figure 3-9). We also computed a new set of features
based on the combination of the EVENT figure and the rest of the groundings for
the EVENT. Those features are computed the same way as for the combination of
the EVENT grounding and the rest of the grounding, just computed on the figure
grounding instead. During inference time we infer which part of the robot body is
the figure for each EVENT ESDC.
We split the corpus by scenarios into training and testing corpora. This resulted
in 103 (55%) training commands and 84 (45%) testing commands. Since we split the
corpus based on the scenarios, the resulting training and testing corpora each had
an equal number of positive and negative examples. To evaluate whether the learned
cost function can predict correspondence variables correctly, we used it to predict the
correspondence variables # for each ESDC in each testing example(Table 3.2).
3.5 Evaluation technique
To evaluate how well the learned function predicts the correspondence variable #
for a factor, based on observing all -y and A nodes neighboring the factor, for every
factor in the testing dataset. From the table we see that the f-score on the testing
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Table 3.2: Performance on predicting the correspondence variables # in the testing
dataset.
Positive Negative
ESDC Type Precision Recall F-score Accuracy Examples examples
OBJECT 90.6% 81.4% 86.5% 85.8% 377 377
PLACE 86.4% 82.6% 84.8% 84.4% 46 46
PATH 96.2% 73.9% 85.5% 83.6% 69 69
EVENT 88.7% 79.1% 84.5% 83.6% 158 158
dataset is around 85% for all ESDC types. Comparing to [55] this has a higher f-score
on PLACE, PATH and EVENT ESDCs and lower f-score on OBJECT ESDCs We
observe higher precision than recall. This means that the cost function we learned
is better at recognizing a negative example when it is given one, than recognizing
positive examples.
Then for every video and command pair, in both the training and testing dataset,
we perform full action plan inference using annotated ground truth ESDCs for the
command and the initial state as perceived by the robot at the beginning of the video.
The robot did not perceive the object color but we used the object color in the object
tags during the learning phase so we manually added the color information to the
initial robot states. We used the plans resulting from this inference as a basis of the
evaluation.
For every resulting plan we first compare the inferred object groundings to the
corresponding object grounding in the annotated corpus and we counted the cases in
which the two object groundings had exactly the same tags. We observed 85.3% out
of 404 pairs matching in the training corpus and 64.5% out of 288 matching on the
testing corpus. Even though the learned cost function had relatively high success on
inferring the correspondence variables # we see significant drop when inferring objects.
This could be due to the fact that each factor potential is a conditional probability
distribution, conditioned on the objects, but it could also be due to accumulation of
grounding errors in the inference.
For a given command there could be multiple different sequences of robotic actions
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which correctly follow the command. For example if the robot receives the command
"Put the object in your left arm on the table," the specific place on the table at which
to put the object is not specified so the robot can put it anywhere on the table and
be considered to have done the right thing. This plurality of correct responses make
it hard to automatically evaluate the goodness of a selected action plan.
To address this, the forklift study in [55 performs evaluation by recording videos of
the robot following the commands and posting the videos to AMT asking the subjects
whether the commands make sense. For the PR2, we could not record videos for each
inferred plan, because recording simulation videos in ROS is very slow and requires a
human to physically run the simulation. Running it remotely in parallel on a server
farm is not possible because the Gazebo simulator's rendering engine does not run
through a remote shell. For that reason we performed manual evaluation only on the
plan that the robot infers. Our criterion was Do the robot actions make sense for this
command in this environment?
To illustrate our criterion and judgment, we provide the following examples. If
the robot is given a command "Pick up the red can" and on the table in front of it
there are two red cans and one red bottle, then it is considered correct to pick up any
of the cans but not the bottle. If the robot picked the can and then did something
else such as placing the can back or picking another object with the other hand, then
the robot actions as a whole were considered wrong. Also, if for example the robot
was explicitly instructed to pickup an object with a certain hand ("Pick up the black
bowl with your right hand") then it was considered wrong if the robot used its other
hand to pick up an object. If however the hand identification was ambiguous or not
mentioned specific we didn't held it against the robot if it used the other hand. For
example, in "Pick up the black bowl with right hand" (no "your") it is not clear from
which perspective the hand is right. The camera in the video was facing the robot so
left and right are reversed for the subject giving command and the robot.
Using this criterion we got 43/103 (41.7%) correct plans on the training corpus
and 19/84 (22.6%) correct plans on the testing corpus. We also observe that if
we consider the relationship between the plan cost and correctness and we plot the
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Figure 3-12: If we sort the inferred plans by their cost, the ones with lower cost are
more likely to be correct.
number of correctly inferred plans among the first several lowest cost plans we get
approximately concave graph (Figure 3-12) - the low cost plans are more likely to be
correct. Among the 30 lowest cost plans we get 11 correct. This lower performance
than the reported performance on a robotic forklift in [55]. There, G3 with correct
ESDCs annotations achieves 63% on the 30 commands for which the cost of the
inferred plan was lowest.
As inference depends on the learned cost function, the graph structure, the con-
crete environment and the representation of the robotic actions there could be multiple
points of failure. The learned cost function relatively successfully predicts correspon-
dence variables # between objects, places, paths and events in the PR2 environment
and their description in the text (around 85%). However, this by itself doesn't guar-
antee high performance on the inference, because during inference the correspondence
variables # are known, and the y groundings are inferred. Thus, we see a drop in the
performance (to around 64%-71%) when inferring the groundings for the object nodes.
During inference, other effects could decrease overall performance - the grounding
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inference ordering can affect how many and which groundings are inferred correctly,
and inferring multiple different robotic actions need fail only once for the whole in-
ference to be considered wrong. Sometimes the robot had trouble understanding
commands which specified with which arm the action should be taken because the
grounding for the hand phrase in the command, even if correct, doesn't constrain the
actions available to the the robot. For example, for the command "Pick up a red can
with your left hand." the robot might decide to pick up a red can with its right hand
if the inferred trajectory scores better, or if the robot grounds a red can that is close
to the right hand but unreachable for the left hand. There were several examples
in which the robot inferred all the actions and groundings correctly, except for the
hand, and those were considered wrong inferences by our manual evaluation.
3.6 Summary
We applied the G3 framework on the PR2 robot, by modeling the robots perception
and actuation, modeling the robot actions and learning a grounding model on a
corpus that we collected and annotated. We achieved good learning performance,
average object grounding performance and lower than previously reported on forklift
performance on plan inference.
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Chapter 4
Coreference resolution
Language is not just a sequence of sentences, but between the sentences there are also
semantic connections, some of which can be captured through the linguistic technique
of coreference resolution. Such semantic connections can be useful for following nat-
ural language commands which span multiple sentence clauses. To the best of our
knowledge, previous work on grounding natural language commands has not included
coreference resolution as a part of the language model except in some special cases
of anaphoric coreference. In [53] we showed theoretically how the language model of
G 3 can support coreference resolution with minimal changes in the grounding graph
data structure format. In this chapter we explore how this merging can be done in
practice, the challenges and the performance of including coreference as a part of the
language model for natural language grounding.
4.1 Graph merging algorithm
A coreference resolution engine takes a sentence with selected noun phrases and re-
turns a partition of those noun phrases into coreferent groups. For example, if no
noun phrases are coreferent every ESDC is in its own group. If all of them are coref-
erent then there is a single group. We use this partition to constrain the inference
that if two noun phrases in the command are in the same partition group then their
groundings in the environment must be the same. We impose this constraint by
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merging the coreferent -y nodes in the grounding graphs(Algorithm 4). In this work
we only apply coreference on leaf OBJECT ESDCs (Section 2.1.1). We prove that
the Algorithm 4 merges the coreferent y nodes in a way which does not introduce any
new factors or factor types (Theorem 1). For that reason we can use the same cost
function for grounding - there would not be any new factor types which means that
the cost function would not be ill defined.
We want to note that the algorithm ensures that the factor types would remain
unchanged by discarding coreferences when more than one of them are neighboring
the same factor. Such problematic coreferences can appear if there is a reflective
relation such as "the can by itself" or an equality relation such as "it is the bottle"
and the coreference resolver in use correctly finds those, or if the coreference resolver
is erroneous and discovers coreference between two nodes neighboring the same factor
when in fact they are different entities. In our dataset and the coreference resolvers
we used there were no such problematic coreferences.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for merging grounding graphs based on coreference
Require: A sequence of grounding graphs G
Require: Coreference resolution engine C
T<- the text of all graphs E G.
N<- the leaf OBJECT noun phrases for all graphs E G.
P = C(T, N) /* a partition of the noun-phrases according to C*/
for all partitions pi E P do
if more than one noun phrases in pi have nodes connected to the same factor
then
Discard all but one of those noun phrases from the partition
Create a separate single-phrase partition in P for each discarded
end if
end for
for all partitions pi E P do
Y<- the set -y nodes which A node figures noun-phrases are E pi
Merge all -y nodes in Y into a single node
end for
return The union of all grounding graphs into a single grounding graph
Theorem 1. After applying Algorithm 4 on a list of grounding graphs {gi}>, we
obtain a merged graph g* for which the following statements are true:
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1. There is a bijection between the factors before the merging and after the merging.
This bijection can be traced by the IDs of the factors of g*, which are the same
with the IDs of the factors of the input graphs {g}J}_1.
2. Every factor after in g* the merge has the same number and type of edges in-
cident as its corresponding factor with the same ID in {gi} k 1 had before the
merge.
Proof. We prove both statements by induction on the merge steps. Both statements
hold before the merge steps begin.
To prove statement 1, we note that every merge operation only changes IDs of
nodes and the number of nodes. Therefore, the number of factors, and their IDs are
not affected by the merge operation in Algorithm 4.
To prove statement 2, we note that at every merge operation, the number and
edge types of the neighboring nodes for every factor remain the same. If no neigh-
boring nodes of the same factor participate in the merge, then nothing changes in
the neighborhood of the factor and statement 2 is true. If more than zero nodes
participate in merging, then their number is exactly one -y node because Algorithm 4
specifically prevents multiple such nodes by discarding. After the merge this -y node
is replaced by a new -y node, but it remains connected to the factor through an edge
with the same label as before. E
Since the factors would have the same number and type of edges before and after
the merging, we do not need to learn any new factor models in the cost function in
order to handle commands consisting of multiple dialog acts. We also do not extend
the data structure representation of the grounding graph - it remains the same, just
bigger and more connected. The graph merging, however, could cause loops to appear
in the merged grounding graph, while the original one-clause grounding graphs were
guaranteed to be trees.
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4.2 Node ordering algorithm
The previous implementation of the inference assumed that grounding graphs are
trees, since each grounding graph came from a single clause, and performed the in-
ference in the DFSOnLeaving (Section 2.1.5) ordering, which has the nice property
that it does the inference bottom-up. It starts from the leaf factors and consecutively
goes up towards the top level EVENT factors. However, when Algorithm 4 merges
grounding graph nodes due to coreference, the resulting grounding graph may not be
a tree any more, which means that the DFSOnLeaving ordering would not always pro-
duce such bottom-up ordering. Also, it is possible that the merged graph has multiple
components and it would not be possible to traverse them with a single depth-first
search. Even if we decide to traverse them in order we could have a situation in
which the first and the third original graphs are connected, but the second one is not
connected to them, and we will need some way to make sure that we infer the event
described by the third graph after the event described in the second graph.
To overcome these challenges we describe a new ordering algorithm which aims at
achieving the following objectives
1. Return the same ordering as a consecutive DFSOnLeaving when there are no
coreferences.
2. Traverse the nodes in a "bottom-up" fashion
3. Traverse nodes about EVENT ESDC clauses mentioned earlier in the command
at an earlier stage of the inference
For the ordering algorithm we need a special data structure - stack with his-
tory which we call HStack. This is a normal stack but it checks whether a given
element has ever been pushed to the stack instance before. If so, the element is not
added to the stack. The stack has three API calls: stack.top(), stack.pop() and
stack.push(element). stack.top() returns the top element of the stack without
removing it from the stack, and NULL if the stack is empty. stack.pop() returns the
top element of the stack and removes it from the stack. stack.push(element) adds
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the element to the top of the stack if this element has never been inserted before, in
which case it does nothing.
We also introduce the concept of a top-level node to mean any node in a given
grounding graph which is only connected to factors via top-labeled edges. Typically
those are EVENT ESDCs which describe an action for the robot.
Algorithm 5 Algorithm for ordering the nodes of a merged grounding graph
Require: A merged grounding graph g
O- empty list /* the ordering */
HStackS+- new HStack
T<- the set of top level nodes of g, ordered in reversed order of their position in
the text.
for node n C T do
S.push(n)
end for/* at this stage the first top-level nodes are at the top of the stack
and the last are at the bottom *7
while S.top() do
c<-S.top() 7* current node *7
if c is -y node then
for all factors f in which c is the top node do
Add f to 0
Push the r, f, 1 and 12 nodes of f to S (only if they are y nodes)
end for
end if
if we have not pushed new nodes in the stack since c then
Add c to 0
S.pop() /* remove c from the stack *7
end if
end while
return 0
We present the new ordering in Algorithm 5 and the intuition behind it is that the
ordering first traverses all factors reachable through their top-labeled edges from the
first top level ESDC, then all factors reachable through their top-labeled edges from
the second top level ESDC and so on. If there are no coreferences, this ordering would
be equivalent of running DFSOnLeaving on each component of the merged grounding
graph consecutively. This ordering has the property that it will traverse all the top
level EVENT ESDCs by their order of appearance in the command.
We do not claim optimality properties of this ordering. For exact inference al-
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gorithms such as elimination, which are parametrized by an ordering, finding the
optimal ordering could be NP-hard [31]. The inference procedure used by G 3 is
approximate so it has no guarantees of finding the global optimum grounding assign-
ment. We instead provide a description of the behavior of the ordering. The ordering
is guaranteed to traverse the top-level EVENT ESDC nodes according their ordering
in the text, because of the way we push them into the HStack. The ordering tra-
verses the nodes in a bottom-up fashion because the it adds -y nodes corresponding to
nested ESDCs to the stack after their parent ESDC. In the case of no coreference the
ordering becomes the equivalent of DFSOnLeaving ordering, and the stack which is
implemented implicitly in the DFSOnLeaving ordering by the recursive call becomes
explicit as HStack.
4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 Coreference engines
Multiple coreference resolution libraries are available off-the-shelf. They are usually
trained and tested on corpora of newspaper articles and achieve around 70% f-score
there, but do not perform as well on a spatial manipulation task corpus such as the
one we collected. We picked Reconcile [54] as the coreference resolution engine that
we use in this project to illustrate the current practical abilities. We chose it because
we can supply our own noun phrases (leaf OBJECT ESDCs), while other coreference
engines such as ARKref use their own parser to extract noun-phrases, but also because
we could trade-off between precision and recall through changing a parameter called
ClusterThreshold.
In our evaluations we compare four different alternatives for coreference resolution
which we call Pass, ReconcileNPS, ReconcileNPSAnaphora, and GroundTruth.
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4.3.2 Pass coreference
This is an empty coreference resolution. It does not find any coreferences. It is
equivalent of just G3 without any coreference resolution in the language model. The
implementation consists of partitioning the noun phrases in a way that every noun
phrase is in its own partition
4.3.3 ReconcileNPS coreference
This is Reconcile engine [54], with leaf OBJECT ESDCs as noun phrases(hence
acronym NPS in ReconcileNPS). We picked the value of the ClusterThreshold to
be maximize precision on the training corpus.
Before Reconcile performs coreference on a sentence it allows us to pre-define
the set of noun-phrases in the sentence. It then assigns a score between 0 and 1 to
every pair of noun phrases and clusters groups of noun-phrases in which the pairs
have high enough score. There is not a unique good way to perform the clustering-
a conservative estimate may only look create groups with high scores and would
find a small number of coreferences, while a loose grouping may create groups with
lower scores and would find more coreference. Reconcile uses a parameter called
ClusterThreshold to trade-off between those behaviors. The expectations about
the output, depending on the ClusterThreshold, are that with higher parameter
values we will get a higher precision and lower recall.
We ran Reconcile with different values of the ClusterThreshold parameter on the
annotated corpus and recorded precision and recall (Figure 4-1). In our application we
care much more about the precision than the recall, because it is worse to introduce
false coreference information than to just miss the chance to improve. For that
reason we chose the value of the parameter to be 0.532, since we observed the highest
precision of 95% there (Figure 4-1).
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ReconcileNPS Performance depending on the ClusterThreshold
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Figure 4-1: The precision of the ReconcileNPS coreference engine increases as we
increase the value of the ClusterThreshold parameter. The highest precision value
is 0.95, achieved at ClusterThreshold 0.532. We selected this parameter value solely
based on the training corpus data.
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4.3.4 ReconcileNPSAnaphora coreference
This is the same as ReconcileNPS with heuristic filters post-processing of its re-
sult. The heuristics filter the result to allow only certain types of anaphora.We again
picked the ClusterThreshold parameter to maximize precision on the training cor-
pus. Performing grounding of an leaf OBJECT ESDC which text is an anaphoric
mention (eg. "it", "them") is harder than performing grounding of an ESDC which
text contains some physical description (eg. "the black bowl"), because in the first
case the text itself carries no specific information. All the specific information of the
object is in its coreferent phrases in the text. This indirection is a large source of
errors in the grounding part of the inference, because if all the inference knows about
a -y node comes from the word "it", then there is no sufficient information to find
the right grounding. For that reason we created a modified version of ReconcileNPS
which aims at achieving high precision on anaphoric coreferences, which we called
ReconcileNPSAnaphora.
We implemented it by applying filters to the output of ReconcileNPS. The filters
consist of two sets of strings. The first set is a list of required phrases R. The second
set is a list of forbidden phrases F. When ReconcileNPS returns a grouping of the
noun phrases, for every grouping, if it contains at least one phrase in R, at least
one phrase which is not in R and does not contain a phrase in F, then we keep the
grouping. Else, we split the grouping into single non-coreferent noun phrases.
For the filters we used R = {it, then}, and F = {the table}. With those
settings we ran Reconcile with different values of ClusterThreshold and selected
the value of 0.424 because we found that at that value ReconcileNPSAnaphora has
highest precision of 85% (Figure 4-2).
4.3.5 GroundTruth coreference
This method uses the ground truth coreferences as seen in the annotated corpus.
The ground truth knowledge comes from the annotated corpus. If two leaf object
ESDCs are grounded to the same object in the corpus then they are coreferent. The
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ReconcileNPSAnaphora Performance depending on the ClusterThreshold
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Figure 4-2: By comparing the precision and recall of the coreference on the train-
ing corpus for different values of the ClusterThreshold parameter, we selected the
one with the highest precision. The highest precision value is 0.85, achieved at
ClusterThreshold 0.424.
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Table 4.1: Object grounding performance on the training dataset
Type of All nodes Merged nodes
inference Percent correct Out of Percent correct Out of
Pass 85.3% 404 0.0% 0
ReconcileNPS 84.8% 370 90.0% 30
ReconcileNPSAnaphora 85.4% 392 100.0% 10
GroundTruth 90.0% 311 97.1% 70
Table 4.2: Object grounding performance on the test dataset
Type of All nodes Merged nodes
inference Percent correct Out of Percent correct Out of
Pass 64.5% 288 0.0% 0
ReconcileNPS 64.3% 269 88.8% 18
ReconcileNPSAnaphora 66.4% 265 50.0% 14
GroundTruth 70.9% 220 68.8% 61
ground truth coreference partitions the noun-phrases according to this criterion. This
way it serves to predict show us the best-case effect of coreference resolution.
4.4 Comparison of coreference resolvers
To evaluate our hypothesis that the use of coreference resolution information im-
proves the grounding performance we compared the object groundings that G3 with
coreference infers with the annotated true groundings(Tables 4.1 and 4.2). We use
the same technique from Section 3.5 and report the percentage and number of times
the inferred object grounding has the same tags as the annotated one. We observe
higher performance in the case of ground truth coreference, and higher performance
on the training dataset than on the testing dataset.
To evaluate the plans as a whole, we use manual evaluation to score the usefulness
of coreference resolution as a means for improving plan inference performance. We
use the same correctness criterion (Do the robot actions make sense for this com-
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Table 4.3: Plan correctness performance of different coreference resolvers on the ex-
amples of the dataset which include coreference
Type of Training Testing
inference (44 commands) (41 commands)
Pass 5 (11.3%) 4 (9.7%)
ReconcileNPS 5 (11.3%) 5 (12.1%)
ReconcileNPSAnaphora 7 (15.9%) 7 (17.0%)
GroundTruth 9 (20.4%) 14 (34.1%)
Table 4.4: Plan correctness performance of different coreference resolvers on the whole
dataset
Type of Training Testing
inference (103 commands) (84 commands)
Pass 43 (41.7%) 19 (22.6%)
ReconcileNPS 43 (41.7%) 20 (23.8%)
ReconcileNPSAnaphora 45 (43.6%) 22 (26.1%)
GroundTruth 47 (45.6%) 29 (34.5%)
mand in this environment?) as in Section 3.5, and we compare the four coreferene
resolution engines. We first look at those commands in the corpus in which there is
coreference between phrases. Table 4.3 show inference performance on the manually
evaluated robotic plans for the examples which include coreference in them. There
were a total of 85 commands which contained coreference- 44 in the training corpus
and 41 in the testing corpus. We observe higher performance of ground truth coref-
erence than automated coreference, which in turn has higher or equal performance
than no coreference on both the training and the testing dataset. Table 4.4 shows
inference performance on the whole corpus, including both commands which do not
have coreference in them as well as commands which do have coreference in them.
Those results look similar in their qualitative characteristics because on the exam-
ples with no coreference all coreference engines performed the same adding 40 more
correct inferences on the training dataset and 15 on the testing dataset.
The cost of a plan obtained after inference in G3 can be used as a confidence
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Figure 4-3: With ground truth coreference, the G 3 infers correct actions even for
higher-cost longer commands. The other coreference methods infer correct plans
mostly for lower cost commands, which is visible in the flattening of their plots.
score. There in Figure 4-3 we show the number of correct testing examples sorted by
the total cost of the plan found during inference. Without coreference resolution the
performance flattens on the the examples with high cost. However, in many cases
higher cost could mean just a longer command with more groundings, rather than
just a less-confident command. By using coreference resolution we can handle some
longer commands successfully which straightens the relation between inferred cost
and correctness.
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4.5 Summary
While overall inference was poor, we show that using coreference resolution informa-
tion can improve performance. Typical examples in which coreference helped were
situations in which the noun-phrase "it" was correctly resolved to corefer to the pre-
vious mention of the object. Without coreference, the phrase "it" would be grounded
to the object in the environment with most prominent features in the cost function.
This object is possibly not the right one in situations with more than one object in
the environment. Overall, we showed that using coreference resolution as a part of
the language model can improve the robot's ability to ground the noun-phrases in
the command to objects in the environment and to infer actions for manipulation of
these objects.
Inference with ground truth coreference was considerably superior than the same
with an automated coreference. We note the future need of a coreference engine with
more solid performance on commands. However, the use of coreference, even if it
is perfectly correct, would still not solve the outstanding difficulties of inferring all
the correct groundings and mapping them to robotic actions. Future approaches will
need to address those.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis applies the G3 natural language understanding
framework on a new robot, thus validating G3 's ability to generalize over robotic plat-
forms. We identified the components of the framework which needed to be adapted-
the prediction of the robot action trajectories and the learning of event models. We
adapted the framework according to these needs and successfully interfaced it with
the new type of robotic environment. In the process we also collected an annotated
corpus of language commands paired with robotic actions, which could be re-used
to help bootstrap future research. Our evaluation showed lower performance on the
PR2 than G3 previously achieved on a robotic forklift.
We also introduced the concept of coreference resolution from linguistic theory
into robot's abilities to follow natural language commands. We showed theoretically
and evaluated practically how to incorporate coreference resolution into the language
model, and that it leads to better understanding of the command, and to better
performance when attempting to follow the command. Our evaluation showed that
using the true coreference information in the inference leads to better robotic actions
than without coreference. Even though we used state-of-the-art automated corefer-
ence resolution engines, the robotic actions inferred using them only showed meager
performance increase than without coreference.
We hope that the lessons learned in this process will help future robotic researchers
to develop more portable natural language understanding abilities which can easily
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be applied to different robots. We also hope that the gap between robot's natural
language following abilities in practice and the theoretical understanding of will de-
crease and robots of the future will be able to understand all commands that humans
would understand as well.
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